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Welcome:

Hello there, and thanks for picking up this simple & sexy little eBook! 

Let me ask you…

When was the last time you totally shook every ounce your momma gave you?…

When you put on a song and deliciously “played the music” with your hips…sensually owning all of 
your goddess curves, holding your chin up high…

Fully extending your arms, taking up space, and weaving a graceful story to the beat off the music…
Knowing in every ounce of your being that you’re a smokin’ hot goddess?

But instead of this ideal above, if you were being totally honest, you’d admit…you actually spend way 
more time sitting on your booty…instead of shaking it!

Trying to check items off a never-ending “to-do list”…

And it’s so heartbreaking…to feel frazzled and stressed out…and way more frumpy than sexy…

And, I get it!

You DO want to be sparkly and radiant, feeling sensual and energized in your body…deeply connected 
to your intuition and creativity…

And catch your eye in the mirror and say, “Dang, girl!”

And feel, from the top of your head to the tips of your toes, that you’re a delicious beauty…

However, here’s the thing…

If your body feels tight, your mind feels stressed out and your energy feels lethargic…

It’s hard to feel inspired to move & play in your body at all…let alone dance like a sexy goddess…

However, there IS a simple solution…

Meet Theresa Stevens… Samba Dancer & Booty Shakin’ Teacher

Great job title, right? 

And my mission is to spread the message that it’s time to move Shaking Your Booty and Sensually 
Expressing Yourself to the now, now, now!…

So that you can have the dancing fun, confident beauty & sexy fun in your life that you deeply 
desire, right now...



By firing up your sacred sensual center, so that you can’t wait to move and play in your body every 
day…

Getting out of your stressful thoughts…and instead stepping into the pleasure of fully expressing your 
spirit when you dance…tapping into your body’s wisdom & creativity…

And shining bright like a diamond…feeling magnetically attractive and energized…

And I believe that one of the best ways to do this…is with Dancing!

I actually have an online dance program called How to Shake Your Booty in 30 Days. 

People usually love the title right away...and I originally wrote the following little ebook in 2010, right  
when I published my dance videos.

Now when I originally wrote this book, I was in a lot of joy...teaching my Samba Booty Dance Class 
three mornings a week...falling in love with the coolest guy who is now my best friend & 
husband...living in a "tiny house" in Santa Cruz, CA...

And I had just finished writing an expanded art-based, "owning your unique beauty" national 
curriculum for the Girl Scouts of the USA...

That was based on what I had learned from founding my own non-profit organization that originally 
worked with teen girls...to help them feel powerful, own their unique talents and gifts, have fun 
expressing themselves with art projects, music, writing, games and dance...it was a "little non-profit 
that could" and a monthly miracle, really (and still going strong). Anyways, it was really fun to write 
about self-love, health, media-awareness, leadership and creativity for the Girl Scouts. 

And so this little book is yes, pretty bouncy and sweet...there isn't tons of data or facts in here...you can 
find more expanded ideas on my blog as I try to publish my past several years' worth of writing right 
now. 

This book was originally made to go with my dance program...I also took it down for a while because I 
thought it was too youthful...But many dance customers have encouraged me to share it again. 

And so here we are! 

I hope you enjoy this little book...and that you have fun trying out some of the rituals and ideas...

Drop me a line and let me know what you think! :)

In love, light and the beauty of the shaking booty,

Theresa Stevens
Samba Dancer, Booty Shakin' Teacher
Des Moines, IA
July, 2020 



P.S. This book is like a BIG invitation to DANCE! So my hand is extended...and I'm bowing in 
place...and my dear, I hope you dance! 

And this 2020 highlight edition is sharing a summary of this philosophy--how you can make a HABIT 
out of moving & playing in your body...making healthy choices that GIVE you energy with FOOD...by 
getting into what I love to call:

BodyJoy. 

And I first talk about BodyJoy in relationship to the desire to lose weight/get fit and feel 
great...then how to rock BodyJoy via your Hips!
So, without further pre-amble...here's an overview of my BodyJoy philosophy...



BodyJoy: A Self-Love Experiment 

Think about this as a giant experiment. 

Most of you have probably already tried the experiment of trying to fix the “symptoms” of not loving 
yourself enough: “symptoms” like being overweight, feeling tired, feeling not beautiful. And you have 
seen the results of THIS experiment. Results like failed diets, canceled gym memberships, a drawer full  
of un-used make-up products, and putting a lot of joyful and fun activities on HOLD in your life. 

Let's try a new experiment: 30 Days to Dance Your Way into, what I love to call, Body Joy.

The Real Goal=Happiness
The real goal of your life is to be happy—and that goal is something that you are free to play and 
experiment with. 

The root of your Happiness is found in your Relationship with Yourself!

You CAN create a Nurturing and Supportive Relationship with Yourself by learning through play, 
pleasure, and joy and experimenting with:

1. Your Language--the words you think and say about your body.
2. Getting into Body Joy, baby!
3. Investigating the Power of Pleasure—through Dance!
4. And eating food that gives you ENERGY, instead of depletes it

Sound fun and empowering?

Let's get started, beautiful!



Happiness factor #1—The Words You Think and Say about your Body

Creating a New Language 

The way you THINK about your body can empower or disempower your health and beauty dreams.

The words you say OUT LOUD can fuel or stop/stress out your body's natural movement towards 
beauty, health, energy, and wellness.

Let's explore the power of the words we THINK and SPEAK.

So, for example...I'm going to invite you to ditch the word “Weight-Loss”

And there is absolutely nothing wrong with wanting to lose wight or burn fat with exercise. 

And Dancing with your Hips--in the African Seated Dance Position, as I like to call it--is a powerful 
way to do just that...(when combined with Eating for Energy, too!)...

For three key reasons:

First, because you're getting out of stress & reducing the hormone Cortisol (which asks your body to 
hold onto & store more fat)...by feeling sensual, joyful and downright Beautiful while you dance & 
move your body…

This relaxed, free & uplifted feeling adds an extra, powerful spice for burning fat and building muscle.

Second, when you’re able to dance in what I love to call the “African seated dance position,” not only 
are you in the perfect position to burn fat & build some sexy muscle by firing up your glutes, quads and 
hamstrings (if you’re eating nutrient-dense feel good foods too, of course)…

Using the largest muscle groups in your body actually triggers a flood of happiness and sensuality 
hormones, including testosterone and human growth hormone, among others…that actually help you 
feel more sensual and free! Yes!

And these feelings get your body actually Looking Forward to this movement…more and more and 
more!!

As consistently moving every day--and finding joyful ways to do it--is the third key to success, too.

That’s why Dancing Samba…pole dancing, burlesque, belly dance, Salsa, Zumba…almost all forms of 
Dancing have this secret powerful spice…

Plus, I also highly recommend daily brisk walking while feeling connected to your Hips and your 
breath when you walk...And I also love booty-focused Strength Training, too!



The BodyJoy mindset
In addition to taking action by dancing with your Hips & feeling GOOD in your body and moving 
frequently...

It's true that your frame of mind and the words you use can have a powerful effect on your happiness 
and actions, too...

And the key take-away again is that I'm inviting you not to focus on what you want to LOSE...and  
instead, to focus on what you want to GAIN!

And what you want to gain is BodyJoy, baby!

In summary: You have to think about your Body in a new way. If you could substitute focusing on 
taking actions to "lose weight"  and instead focus on *getting into BodyJoy*—that would be one of the 
best things you could do for yourself in your desire for a better-feeling, toned, fit, sexy, healthy and 
vibrant body.

So, from this point forward in this delicious little eBook, we are going to focus more on getting into 
Body Joy and less about the things you want to lose.

Ciao for now, limiting words—and hello Glow-Up ways of thinking!

In this Self-Love experiment—30 Days to Dance Your Way into Body Joy—I'm excited to invite you to 
focus on what you want to GAIN—and that's BODY JOY, baby!



Happiness Factor #2--Getting into Body Joy, baby!
In order to focus the words you Think and Speak on enjoying a wonderful-feeling, fit, sexy, healthy and 
vibrant body—you need to focus on re-connecting with Body Joy.

Re-connecting with Body Joy?

Yes! Think about when you were a little person and you loved PLAYING in your body: running on the 
beach and laughing, catching crickets in the grass, eating when you were hungry, skipping to get from 
one location to another. 

Check out little kids the next time you are in a store. They live in Body Joy. I love watching how their  
entire body expresses their emotion—how they DANCE their movements everywhere they go. 

Re-connect your mind, body, and spirit and you've got Body Joy!
As we become adults we are taught to deal with our Minds, Bodies, and Spirits as very separate things. 
We go to school or read books to grow our minds, we work out in gyms to strengthen our bodies, we go 
to church to fortify our spirits. 

When we separate our mind, body, and spirit into different activities, we squeeze a lot of Joy out of our 
lives. Your body can be a key reflection of how in or out of Joy you are—how deeply you have 
separated or connected your mind, body, and spirit. 

You can re-connect and unify ALL of these parts of yourself (mind, body, spirit) by stepping into a 
special kind of joy--BODY JOY.

When you are in Body Joy—you feel deeply alive in your body, you INHABIT your body with your 
mind and your spirit, and you delve into the idea of PLAYING in your body. 

Playing in Your Body--Practicing being “IN” your body 
Our bodies are meant to be played in—you can really forget this when you find yourself, what I like to 
call, “stuck in a rut of sitting on your butt.”

I am sure you know how it feels to be “stuck in a rut of sitting on your butt.” Lethargic. Slightly 
depressed. Bored. Unmotivated. Unsexy. Blah.

Ready to get your booty out of the “butt-sitting rut”?



Try this: 

Go for a walk. Not to lose weight or to get in shape. Just because it FEELS GOOD. Enjoy the sensation 
of your heart pumping blood, feel your lungs working and taking big breaths, notice how sure and 
powerful your feet and legs are. 

Enjoy standing up tall in your body and walking with joy and confidence. Get into the spirit of being 
IN your body when you walk. Mostly when we walk, we are not IN our bodies—we are just moving 
from one place to another.

After you get into how GOOD it feels to be IN your body while you walk—try speed walking. Just for 
a little bit. And don't speed walk to lose weight or get into shape—briskly walk for 30 seconds to feel 
your heart pump, your lungs expand. 

You will be shocked and overwhelmingly pleased that your body will reward you with a flood of 
endorphins—natural Happiness drugs.

The Rewards of Body Joy
Every time you go for a walk or do any movement that brings you joy—it will get easier and easier to 
do. Yes, your body gets stronger and you feel more confident. AND, you actually get HOOKED on 
your body's natural HIGH that you get from play-cercising. You can get giddy on that extra oxygen. 
Your whole body will feel like singing and jumping around.

That's why it's this big con—this getting “stuck in a rut of sitting on your butt.” You really do have to 
schedule things when you get started. You pretty much have to make yourself do something that you 
know is going to make you feel better when you do it. 

Because when you are OUT of Body Joy—when you get stuck in the “butt-sitting rut”—you feel tired 
and you just want to uh, sit.

But once you do it one time, and then shockingly, a second, third, and fourth time (yes—you have to 
schedule these and sort of make yourself do them)—your body gets really excited about being in Body 
Joy and you will find that it just gets easier and easier and easier.

The Power of Pleasure, Dance and Body-Joy
The kind of exercise you do is pretty much essential for getting into Body Joy. There has to be 
elements of Pleasure involved in order for you to encourage yourself to keep this commitment. 

That's why Dance is such a powerful and effective way to get into the spirit of PLAYING in your body, 
enjoying your body, celebrating your natural sensuality, appreciating the beauty of hips, and deepening 
your joy of being a woman, a human BEing.



Happiness Factor #3—Investigating the Power of Pleasure

The third Happiness Factor in having the body and the beauty of your dreams is to investigate the 
power of Pleasure in your daily life. Pleasure, by its very definition, means feeling good.

Understanding how PLEASURE is the third main ingredient in your Self-Love Experiment is essential 
for your sexy success! 

And the thing about Pleasure, is that you need to SCHEDULE Pleasure into your life--if you just go 
about your day, trying to be a good person and checking all of your to-do items off your list, you can 
find yourself NOT having very much fun. Pleasure is not just going to happen, especially if you find 
yourself “stuck in the rut of sitting on your butt.”

You actually have to get out your daily to-do list or calendar and you have to block out time and 
schedule some PLEASURE!

I've found that no one is going to do it for you, but you.

So, right now, ask yourself, what things bring you PLEASURE in your life? Having lunch with friends, 
sitting in a hot tub, playing with your dog, reading in the sun, eating fresh fruit, getting a pedicure, 
gardening, singing? 

It is essential to schedule time in every day of the week to do something that brings you pleasure.
These things can take only 15 minutes, and doing this is completely revolutionary in your life.

One of the fastest ways to plug into PLEASURE and JOY is to dance! DANCING is like plugging a 
cord into an electric socket in the wall—DANCING plugs you directly into joy and pleasure, and 
deeply connects your mind, body, and spirit.

And shaking your hips and booty just feels so good! 



Why is Dance one of the most powerful ways to get into PLEASURE and Body 
Joy?

Fabulous Benefit of Dance #1: Appreciating and Celebrating Yourself 
Dancing in the Mirror is a powerful tool in your Self-Love Experiment. Go ahead and set-up a mirror 
next to your TV or monitor while you dance “How To Shake Your Booty in 30 Days!” While you are 
dancing, look for things to appreciate and love about yourself, RIGHT NOW, just as you are! 

Make friends with yourself, dancing in the mirror. Celebrate the beauty of your hips and revel in the 
delicious art of shaking your hips and booty.

Fabulous Benefit of Dance #2: Looking and Feeling Young 
A powerful benefit of dance and being in Body Joy is that it keeps you looking and feeling very young! 
I have had very young-looking, over-flowingly sensual, and just down right HOT dance teachers in 
their 40's, 50's and even 80's! 

I personally love when people ask to see my ID and they return the card to me with lovely quizzical 
looks and compliments when they read my birth date. People ask me my secret to being so happy and 
youthful—the secret is dance!

Fabulous Benefit of Dance #3: Tapping into Your Natural Sensuality
One of the deepest and funnest ways to tap into your natural PLEASURE and your natural sensual self, 
is to DANCE. Dancing and rocking your hips to the beat and shaking your delicious booty, is a sure-
fire way to activate your pleasure center. 

Women's pleasure center is in our hips--it's where the core of our movement comes from, we feel 
things in our gut, being tapped into our sensual selves makes us feel overflowing and creative in every 
area of our lives. Being tapped in to the vibrant energy and life force that is our natural sensuality 
brings so many things to us--juicy relationships, abundance of all kinds, adventures, creativity, and 
unparallelled ENERGY!

Fabulous Benefit of Dance #4: Feeling Happy, Energized and Magnetic
Not only does your body reward you with Endorphins, natural happiness drugs, when you dance, but 
you also feel MORE energetic after dancing, then before you started. Dance is the best way to connect 
your mind, body, and spirit and enjoy being IN your body.

This translates into being IN your body during the rest of your day, as well. And this joy and ownership 
of your unique beauty radiates outward. People will ask you about all your extra sparkle. Your Body 
Joy sparkle is a delicious magnet for love and flirtation, too! Ooh la la!

Fabulous Benefit of Dance #5: Self-Confidence and Radiant Beauty 
There is a certain type of dance that is hands and booties down, one of the most effective for increasing 
pleasure & self-confidence. This dance style focuses on your pleasure-center of shaking your hips and 
booty--and invites you to celebrate your unique beauty and shine bright. This dance is BrazilianSamba!

Samba dance allows you to tap into your sensual playful self, your regal queen self--to know your 
unique beauty and share it with delicious confidence and sparkling self-love. Embarking on a journey 
with Samba dance can be completely life changing!



Creating Glow Up rituals  
This eBook includes tools to help you develop routines—or rituals—around loving and appreciating 
yourself!

The goal of your Self-Love Experiment is to create the most supportive relationship with yourself as 
possible. Think about how you would want your best friend or lover to support you. Think about being 
that friend to yourself.

My Story
Maybe we have a lot in common—I personally am an over-achiever who is very driven and I 
constantly keep myself in line by making sure I stay on track with my dreams and desires. I can be 
pretty tough on myself. And as I do have a naturally thin body, my body is a very sensitive thermostat 
for how IN or OUT of JOY I am. When I get “stuck in a rut of sitting on my butt,” and I am not  
dancing—I feel bored, slightly to majorly depressed, not hot, and I have low energy.

And, when I am in the “butt-sitting rut”—I gain weight. My weight goes to the back of my thighs first 
and it gets harder and harder to feel good about myself the longer I let this go on. 

When I am there in that low energy, non-supportive place with myself, I pretty much have to pep talk 
myself into doing some of the ONLY things that I know will get me out of the “butt-sitting rut” and 
back into Body Joy. I have found RITUALS, ROUTINES, and actually SCHEDULING things in my 
calendar and on my to-do list, to be the only way to get myself to:

1. be loving and supportive of myself in my thoughts and spoken words.
2. schedule activities that get me into Body Joy and firmly connected in my mind, body, 

and spirit.
3. schedule Pleasure into my calendar and onto my daily to-do list.
4. get out of my computer chair, take out the mirror, turn up the music, and DANCE and 

shake my booty in the mirror.

Whew! Now I feel better! Now I feel like having more fun, more pleasure. Now I feel like dancing. 
Now I feel like shopping & making energizing food. And all of this just gets easier and easier 
and...Wow—the extra pounds shed themselves easily, I love and appreciate my body for everything it 
can do, my body becomes even more the body I love, I feel sexy and hot and sparkling and loving, and 
I feel GOOD.

I have ridden this rollercoaster several times in my life, and dance, let me tell you, can really save your 
soul. Amen. Hallelujah. Thank the Lord!

So Bust Out Your Calendar and To-Do List
So what follows are several chapters of  Glow Up ideas. Fun little self-love RITUALS. Try a few out. 
Figure out which ones make you feel happy, loving, and loved. Keep doing those! Develop some new 
routines and rituals.

I personally like to go for a brisk walk in the morning. It makes the rest of my day go amazingly well. I 
also love to make an Eating for Energy Breakfast on the daily. I like to walk again in the evening and 
dance in the mirror at least twice a week at night. 



You can create RITUALS and ROUNTINES that you adore.

How to use your Hips & Booty to get into BodyJoy
Glow Up Ideas

Enjoy PLAYING in your body; connecting your mind, body, and spirit; feeling fully IN your body; and 
appreciating beauty everywhere you go.

Create morning and evening rituals to get into Body Joy, baby!

An example of an Evening Body Joy Power Routine:
--Do my 123 Booty WarmUp to get warmed up
--Break out the mirror and dance “How to Shake Your Booty in 30 Days!”
--Make a delicious dinner for your Queen self and bless your food

1. Plug yourself directly into Joy—Dance with your Hips & Booty!
Yes, this is 30 Days to DANCE your way into Body Joy. Time to shake your booty, beauty!

Get out your calendar and pick 2 nights a week to “go to dance class”--like dancing with my DVD 
“How to Shake Your Booty in 30 Days!” Or enjoy another form of sensual hip dancing--like Salsa, 
Burlesque, Pole Dancing, Zumba or Bellydance...

Schedule your “dance class” say, every Tuesday and Thursday night at 6:30pm, for a month. 

Pick out some cute dance clothes to wear. Put on some lipgloss. Break out the mirror.

And let's get your motor started back there!

Enjoy the extreme pleasure and grace of shaking your hips and booty. And, ahem, they don't call it 
“shaking your money maker” for nothing! Shaking your hips and booty can bring you untold riches—
the best of which is feeling sexy, alive, gorgeous and fully IN your body. 

2. Dance and tap into your Regal Queen Self—let's Samba!
After you get into the joy and spirit of shaking your hips and booty, and feeling very alive and IN your 
body; then try my “Intro to Samba with Theresa Stevens” DVD or a local (or online) Samba dance 
class. 

You can apply all of your hip and booty shaking skills and get down to HOT Brazilian beats. 

And, major perk, Samba dancers look so confident and beautiful for a reason—because they dance 
Samba. 

Samba dance can be very accessible. Most people try to learn Samba as a complicated foot dance and 
are very frustrated as a result. I enjoy inviting women to instead "play the music" with their hips...And 



Samba dance is so fun because it invites you to step into your regal Queen self. Your peacock self. And 
celebrate your unique beauty and grace.

Samba dance is delicious, completely addictive, and life changing. Just schedule it, play with it, and 
thank me later. :)

Now, let's take your booty-shaking skills to the street!

3. Walking while putting energy into your Hips—Being IN your Body
Most of us do not think about the physical act of walking very often. We separate our mind, bodies, and 
spirit and we mostly focus on getting somewhere on time. Bring your mind, body, and spirit all together 
by putting your awareness IN your body while you walk. 

Notice the sway of your hips, enjoy the bounce of your booty, relish your strong legs and the openness 
of your shoulders and collarbones. Smile and look people in the eyes with detached confidence. 

There is a deep wellspring of power, beauty, and innate sensuality that you can access by being IN your 
body. And one of the funnest bonuses of treating yourself like a goddess is that other people treat you 
like a goddess, too.

Put your attention into your Hips while you walk and let your Goddess self come out to PLAY!

4. Sashay about your House & Shake Your Booty in the Mirror
Also, on those nights when you're Dancing in the Mirror, keep the Hip connection going by practicing 
walking around your house, feeling really connected to your Hips. 

And I also highly, highly recommend going in the  bathroom (and shutting the door if you live with 
other people) and practice shaking your Booty in the  mirror! 

Becoming an expert in shaking your booty takes time and practice--you really do need to build neural 
pathways to your booty muscles to get them to do new things back there. And again, that takes time, 
practice and learning this move through PLAY.

Add some music if you feel inspired...practice bending your knees, releasing your glutes & shaking it!  

5. Expand Your Lungs
Nothing gets you into Body Joy like a good dose of Oxygen. Preferably inhaled while Laughing or 
experiencing Pleasure.
 
Get your oxygen on! Play with a dog or some kids. Run and chase a toy, play tug, laugh freely and let 
yourself be silly. 

Go ride a bike! A real bike, outside. It is positively exhilarating--It makes you feel like flying, and your 
legs and heart and lungs will totally love you. 

6. Practice Extreme Self-Care—schedule self-care activities...
love this Coconut Oil Hip massage especially
If you are like me, you actually have to schedule Self-Care activities. Map out time to care for yourself  
and give yourself a facial or follow a youtube tutorial for a DIY haircut. :) Find some lovely lip gloss 



and earrings that make you feel happy when you wear them.

Get into the spirit of honoring your body and caring for it with tender patience, appreciation, and love.

I also personally recommend a deep moisturizing session after a bath or shower. You can use coconut 
oil or something similar...and rub it up from your feet, up your legs, over your Hips towards your 
Heart...up from your finger tips, up your arms toward your Heart...and up from your Booty & down 
from your shoulders, again wrapping back toward your heart.

End with your hands over your heart and give thanks for all of the wonderful things your body CAN 
do.

7. Cultivate Beauty—Go on a Beauty Walk (with your Hips) 
Notice beauty around you—the more beauty you see and appreciate, the more beauty you radiate! 
Spend the morning noticing how beautiful everything is all around you.

Go on a dedicated “Beauty Walk” and notice and appreciate little snapshots of beauty—or actually take 
photos of things that are beautiful, sketch them in a drawing pad or turn them into a poem. But most 
importantly, notice the amazing little scenes and sights and smells of Beauty that surround you!

Brisk Walking on the daily is also an awesome way to burn fat in a gentle & very do-able way (when 
combined with Eating for Energy food & optimizing your daily circadian rhythms, too!)

8. Movement Meditation & Loving your Muscles
I do also recommend adding in some booty-focused Strength Training as a great form of Movement 
Meditation...a great way to sculpt a trim, fit shape...and build muscle while your burn fat (you don't 
want to lose muscle while you lose weight, that would be bad!) 

Bending your knees & dancing in the "African Seated Dance Position" as I like to call it, is a great 
way to build some muscle while you dance--it's a little like doing squats the whole time you're 
dancing :)

So not only can you get more fun & pleasure by bending your knees & dancing with your Hips...you'll 
be able to execute dance  moves with more flow & grace...and get the benefits of this seated, position 
for building muscle, too!

Eating for Energy is super important as well--I have more deets to share soon about this!

9. Keep Learning when it comes to Dance 
And, of course--having fun learning new things with Dance! If you get excited about dancing with your 
hips, shaking your booty & celebrating your Queen self with Samba...I want to encourage you to keep 
going with Samba! And COVID for all of its poopiness is providing a great opportunity to take live, 
online classes with master teachers right now! 

Check out my list of current recommended Samba and African-based Online dance classes and enjoy 
rocking them!!



10. Keep Playing when it comes to Dance
After you get skilled at the Afro-Brazilian dance hip & booty warmup techniques I am sharing through 
my own teaching method...put them to good use! 

Have your own Mini Dance Party each night for a song of two: You can turn on some music you love 
on Spotify...and just dance to a song or two every night after you finish eating dinner. 

Focus on "playing the music": 
with your Hips and expressing yourself with your Arms. 

Listen to songs you loved from your childhood & current favorites too. Get down with your fabulous 
self!

*****

I also think that two other things are important to feeling energized & feeling fabulous in 
your body:

Eat Deeply Yummy Food 
Oh goddess, here we go, let's briefly talk about the pleasure of eating. As someone who can eat an 
entire pint of ice cream when she gets her period or has a stressful day—that's not the kind of pleasure I 
am talking about. That is fun, though! 

Sugar can give you a very brief high. Body Joy, on the other hand, can give you a high that lasts all day.

Delve into the pleasure of eating and notice how foods make you FEEL. As I get further and further 
into Body Joy, I notice that I enjoy foods that give me lots of sustained energy. I like the rush of sugar, 
but I hate the come-down. 

Think about yourself as an athlete, a goddess, a dancer—and eat and enjoy foods that nourish your 
body, mind, and spirit, all at the same time. I enjoy eating good Protein and yummy "Energy Carb" 
meals & a few snacks too throughout the day to sustain my energy and give myself pleasure. Have you 
ever noticed that a home-cooked meal made with love tastes so much better than restaurant food?

I'm excited to share more with my Eating for Energy nutrition guide...and essentially focusing on eating 
enough food (not under-eating) and eating whole foods...and getting IN your micronutrients...are all 
really important for your physical and mental health.

Dealing with your emotions & feeling your feelings
Ok, so as a new mom, I've been exploring some ideas behind the philosophy of "attachment parenting." 
And how extremely important how we are treated as an infant and baby (not just childhood & 
adolescence) is for our ongoing mental and physical health as adults. 

If you're interested in learning more about connecting with your primary need feelings (and 
additionally consider working with a therapist who supports this work too)--I highly recommend the 
books The Drama of the Gifted Child: The Search for the True Self and The Body Never Lies: The 
Lingering Effects of Hurtful Parenting by Alice Miller. She talks about addiction and eating disorders 



in this context as well...

I feel that Dancing, strength training & energizing foods are all SUPER important for feeling sensually 
connected and present in your body--movement meditation like this can take you far!

It's also good to address emotional issues head on, and of course getting one-on-one support too. 

*****

Ok, so to wrap things up...what you want to aim for is feeling sensual, connected and IN your body...a 
feeling I like to call BodyJoy. And I want to invite you to think about getting into BodyJoy on a daily 
basis...by connecting with your breath, your Hips and your pleasure in Movement and caring for 
yourself...

With my top 10 glow-up recommendations to get into BodyJoy (via your Hips):

#1: Go for it with dancing with my How to Shake Your Booty in 30 Days! dance video...set up a mirror 
next to your monitor, bend your knees and have fun getting down with yourself!

And additionally you can feel sensual & free in your body with my other recommendations:

--Plug yourself directly into Joy—Dance with your Hips & Booty!
--Dance and tap into your Regal Queen Self—let's Samba!

--Walking while putting energy into your Hips—Being IN your Body
--Shake Your Booty in the Mirror & Sashay about your House

--Expand Your Lungs (go ride a bike)
--Practice Extreme Self-Care—schedule self-care activities (Coconut Oil massage)

--Cultivate Beauty—Go on a Beauty Walk (with your Hips) 
--Movement Meditation & Loving your Muscles (consider Booty-focused Strength Training)

--Keep Learning when it comes to Dance 
--Keep Playing when it comes to Dance

All right!! I hope you enjoyed this inspiration to get into what I love to call BodyJoy as a fabulous & 
effective way to get your GlowUp on...to burn fat and take care of your mental & physical health...and 
to celebrate Afro-Brazilian dance...and yourself as a Dancer, too!

Recommended Resources
Keep Going with Dancing & BodyJoy...

my "How to Shake Your Booty in 30 Days" dance program

the extra dance tutorials in my site



online Afro-Brazilian dance classes to keep going with your skills

emotional health books by Alice Miller: 
The Drama of the Gifted Child: The Search for the True Self, Third Edition
The Body Never Lies: The Lingering Effects of Hurtful Parenting

and be on the lookout for my upcoming Get Lifted booty-focused strength training program & Eating 
for Energy guide too.

Hope you enjoyed this BodyJoy & Dancing ebook 
inspiration!

Theresa
TheresaLovesToDance

www.theresalovestodance.com


